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What type of sales compensation programs does your company have? 

 Base pay only 
 Base + commission 
 Commission only 

 
For any plan with commission is the commission calculated on sales, margins, other? 
 
For commission plans do you pay a fixed % or does it vary on type of product, year over 
year sales growth, etc. 
 
 
Summary:  24 responses. Fairly evenly split between base + commission, commission 
only, and mixed plans, with a slight edge to base + commission. 
 
 
 
 
Commission 
% paid on receipts only, no base. Weekly draw subtracted from monthly receipts. 
Fixed % 
 
 
 
We have all three, but for print specific we have a target sales number and the salesman gets 
paid on the assumption that he will hit that number. This is obviously based on a percentage that 
they know. In the second year the base pay is adjusted to reflect the last year’s sales and so on. 
This isn’t as hard and fast as it appears because we know what is in the pipeline, the 
salesperson’s hit rate, and so on. It is, after all, a team. Compensation goes down dramatically 
without success, and up, with it. Over time this tends to clean out the poor performers.   
 
 
 
We pay a base + commission.  Commission is 5% of sales for the first 24 months a customer 
does business with us.  After that the commission lowers to 2% of sales. 
 
 
 
We currently provide base + commission (commission % varies on markup percentage). We also 
cover expenses. Commissions are complicated in today’s print world. It seems commissions just 
make the rep desperate for a sale. Would rather have them worry about serving clients and 
harmony in the office rather than have them worry about their paycheck. We are considering a 
switch to salary based upon sales level....where the salary goes up/down based upon sales level 
(sort of a bonus system to keep reps motivated)....adjusted either quarterly or semi-annually....still 
working on the details. 
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All our sales people are paid an annual salary.  No commissions are paid. 
 
 
 
Commission only with vast majority at 8.25% of the Value-Added (VA equals “sales minus 
materials and outside services”). 
 
 
 
We only offer Commission Based programs.  Commission is paid on Commissionable Profit 
Margins, not Sales Revenue. 
Commission rate (%) of margins will vary depending upon size of order, margin %, type of 
product produced. 
 
IE: We may pay a higher commission % rate on a digital produced item vs. offset because of less 
department handling required.  
 
 
 
We pay a small salary + commission on the gross sale when it’s invoiced. Our commission is 
fixed at 6%. We occasionally adjust it up or down based on a particular circumstance at the time. 
I have offered higher commissions on products and services we with higher margins but it hasn’t 
driven the end result hoped for. 
 
 
 
We pay straight commission based on Value Added sales. The % is the same for everyone and 
for all VA sales. 
 
 
 
As sales trainees begin their journey they have a base plus commission, but as they become 
more established they move to 100% commission. 
 
 
 
Base + Commission 
5% on new business for 2 years  
2% on existing clients 
If margin is tight, commission is adjusted 
 
 
 
We use multiple comp plans: 
 
Draw against comm for the majority of sales. 
 
Several inside sales people with a salary plus reduced comm to manage "house" accounts 
 
Base salary no comm tied to sales revenue 
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We have all three programs depending on the salespersons specific role.  For the commission 
programs we do have we pay based on Value Added ( Sales – (Materials+Outside 
Purchases+Shipping) ).  We do pay a fixed % of VA. 
 
 
 
Our current plan is draw against commission and is a % of gross sales. We do offer 
bonus/incentives from time to time for specific items we want to incent a focus towards. Base 
salary is only offered to individuals with specific duties assigned that require time away from 
sales. Full benefits are also provided. 
 
 
 
We pay Base plus 2% of gross Sales on first $2MM and increasing 1% for each add’l MM in 
sales. Max 8%   
 
 
 
We are 100% commission. The commission is based on the estimated sale amount. There are 
parameters for splits. Also, for low value added jobs, there is a reduction in the commission 
amount. 
 
 
 
Our compensation is a Base + Commission structure. 
Base is higher for new hires, with a lower commission rate and scales to our “normal” nominal 
base and higher commission rate after a couple of years.  Commission rate bumps up at a higher 
sales level, as the fixed carrying costs for the Sales Rep are covered at a lower sales level.   
Commissions are on gross sales volume, not margin; Sales Reps do not have quoting 
responsibility.  No variance for commission rate for product type.   No variance in commission 
rate for new sales vs existing customers, as retaining customers is equally important to attracting 
new. 
 
 
 
Base plus commission. 
Sales total only. 
Sliding scale for value added. 
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We have a draw on commission.  We pay 7.5% on gross sales. 
 
 
 
We pay a base plus commission, which is based on margin. 
 
 
 
Base + Comm, DRAW + Comm (essentially Comm Only) 
 
Commissions are calculated on Net Profit after Direct Costs (materials and freight only). We pay 
a draw amount every other week as regular payroll, then net amount against the total month’s 
commissions and pay the difference as an extra payroll run. If the draw exceeds the 
commissions, we bring that negative amount forward, and yes, a couple of salesmen are negative 
carry forwards from 2014 (not a huge amount, but we do sit up and take notice). 
 
For our 100% fulltime outside salesmen, comm. % depends on gross sales volume each month. 
Each person and each person’s tiers are different. For inside sales/CSRs, it’s a flat percentage of 
net profit (see above). Again, each person’s % is different. 
 
 
 
 
Yes to all!  We have a couple of reps on base only, several on base + commission on value 
added, and the rest on commission only based on value added. 
 
 
 
Our current program pays a base plus  a certain commission % of Sales Revenue which remains 
static as long as salesperson is employed, regardless of actual sales level growth/decline with a 
customer. 
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A sales compensation program is developed to provide for the outcome you want to obtain and to 
compensate and motivate reps fairly for their time.   
 
Keep in mind that not all sales people respond in the same way taking into account the 
Hunter/Farmer traits of your sales people.   
 
A commission plan will not work well for Farmers but that doesn’t mean they aren’t good sales 
reps.  They may be very good at developing relationships and existing accounts as opposed to 
new business.  For these reps, I recommend a salary with bonus options for growth. 
 
For Hunters, they need something to live on while they are developing new accounts.  So I 
recommend you provide them with some guaranteed salary to build their book of business.  You 
can establish an incremental approach and reduce the salary over a period of time: six months, 1 
year, 18 months then onto straight commission and then you can establish a draw like at 80% of 
prior year earnings.  That way they should not be negative on their draw. For new hires, I look at 
establishing the salary amount in a balanced approach.  The more salary means the business 
should come faster and larger.  I discuss this during the hiring phase and make sure the potential 
hire understands the risk in asking for that initial high guarantee. 
 
Another consideration is the product or solution that you are compensating for.  A commission 
plan can be successful if your sales executives have a mix of capabilities to sell so they can 
balance the short term and longer term sales cycles of your products and services with 
income.  For instance, digital print solutions often has a longer sales cycle and so a commission 
plan will not support it in the short term – here you might want a salary with a bonus. 
 
Additional Recommendations: 

        Pay on value added – margins on materials with total revenue plans is more difficult  

        Pay a lower % on captive business (existing) it needs maintenance (can these be 
managed now by account managers freeing up your sales reps for new applications) 

        Pay a higher % on New Accounts or new applications or new areas within existing 
accounts    

        Pay a higher % on the most profitable product or service   

        Sales people are competitive –add some fun.  Run a contest for a period of time on a 
particular product or perhaps who opens the most new accounts 

        It is ok to have several plans to insure you are compensating fairly for the right 
outcomes. You might have an Account Executive plan and a New Business Development 
plan and then also a Digital Solutions team plan.   

        Provide monthly reconciliation reports to create a cadence and fair understanding of 
expectations and outcomes.  

        Establish expectations up front: # of calls/week, # of Face/Face meetings/week,  # of 
presentations/ month, etc. But, balance that with education and marketing support as 
the metrics are for measurement and not for performance. 

        Every situation is unique ‐ If you would like some experienced outside perspective , you 
are welcome to  give  me a call.   

o   Tim Hendricks Creative Cognition Group 708‐610‐1926 
thendricks@ccgperformance.com 

 
 
 
 


